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Chapter 1 : Pdf Sextus Empiricus And Pyrrhonean Scepticism
Sextus Empiricus (Greek: Î£ÎÎ¾Ï„Î¿Ï‚ á¼˜Î¼Ï€ÎµÎ¹Ï•Î¹ÎºÏŒÏ‚; c. - c. CE, dates uncertain), was a physician and philosopher,
who likely lived in Alexandria, Rome, or Athens.

In fact, not all eleven books united under the title Against the Mathematicians belong together: Janacek argues
that M VIIâ€”XI form part of a larger work which was a lengthy elaboration of all the parts of PH; if this is
right, then we have lost the book or books of that work which correspond to book I of the Outlines. The
observation that the larger work was an elaboration of PH is non-committal as to the order of composition of
the two works. Janacek thought M was written after PH; against this, see Bett Often, Sextus refers to the
books we know as PH or M using other descriptions. For instance, at M VI 52 he says: However, a couple of
times Sextus refers to his writings in ways which suggest that there are some treatises we no longer have in
addition to the part of M corresponding to PH I: When you investigate whether P, there are three possibilities:
For the sincerity of this last claim, see Palmer and Perin This, continues Sextus, is why Skeptics get their
name I 7: If Pyrrhonian Skeptics are still investigating any matter you like, there is no distinctive set of beliefs
which mark them out as a school. Holding these beliefs is partially constitutive of what it is to be an
Aristotelian or a Platonist. Skeptics have not yet found answers to those questions, because they are still
investigating them. It follows that to be a Skeptic is not to subscribe to a set of beliefs in the way that members
of the other Philosophical Schools do. Yet there must be something about them that makes them count as
Skeptics. What, then, is Skepticism? Sextus presents scepticism as a kind of philosophy, distinguished from
others not by the content of its doctrines there are none , but apparently by its attitude to philosophical
problems and theses. Scepticism is an ability to set out oppositions among things which appear and are
thought of in any way at all, an ability by which, because of the equipollence in the opposed objects and
accounts, we come first to suspension of judgment and afterwards to tranquillity. So, a Skeptic is someone
who has the ability to find, for any given argument in favour of a proposition P, a conflicting argument i. This
connects with investigation in the following way: One assesses whether P or not-P on the basis of weighing up
these arguments, and seeing which side carries more weight: You pursue an inquiry insofar as you draw up
possible solutions to the problem it addresses, consider what reasons might be adduced in favour of the
different solutions, and attempt to assess the force of those reasons in order to pick out the correct solution.
For if P is a proposition that x has never given any thought to, then it might be true that x neither believes P
nor believes that not-P. Note further that Sextus assembles arguments in favour of an affirmative answer, and
arguments in favour of a negative answer. The two sets of arguments exactly balance one another. It would not
be enough, for instance, to look at one argument in favour of P and then reject that argument as invalid; while
doing so would indeed leave one neither believing P nor not-P assuming one had no further evidence either
way , one would not have considered both sides of the question, since one would not yet have considered any
arguments in favour of not-P. This condition will be important later when we consider the Modes of
Skepticismâ€” see below, 3. Sextus offers an answer in PH I People have become Skeptics because they are
seeking tranquillity. Presumably Sextus has in mind that one might be troubled by the various discrepancies
that the world offers, such as this one taken from PH III By considering these two facts, one has both the
impression that tattooing is bad and the impression that it is good: Sextus seems to be explaining how it is that
someone could come to be investigating questions with the sort of single-mindedness the skeptic has, a
single-mindedness which results in the intense scrutiny of all sides of a question. This will in turn explain how
it is that anyone would end up with the skeptical skill: So if we are smart and energetic we seek intellectual
tranquillity, or freedom from the troubles which come from being assailed by the many contradictions the
world seems to offer. But rather than this making them even more troubled, they discoveredâ€”to their
surpriseâ€”that in fact tranquillity followed after all! They did not find the answers they had been looking for,
because the Skeptical skill will preclude you from finding such answers; nonetheless, tranquillity did ensue.
Sextus illustrates this fortuitousness with a story about Apelles the painter: PH I 28 You search for tranquillity,
and it will come, just not in the way you were expecting. The idea behind the shadow image seems to be that
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tranquillity will indeed follow suspension of judgment, but it is not the thing you were expecting. So, burning
with curiosity, you engage in the investigation whether P, expecting to find tranquillity when you discover
whether P; you end up not discovering whether P but rather suspending judgment whether P, and much to
your surprise, tranquillity still follows. Will being a Pyrrhonian Skeptic bring you tranquillity, as Sextus
advertises? Two objections have been brought against it. Sextus obviously does not think there is such a thing
as the goal of life no self-respecting Pyrrhonian Skeptic could have such a theoretically loaded view. But then
how can Sextus talk consistently of the goal of the Skeptic being tranquillity? Such is the penalty of arguing,
on the one hand, that there is no such thing as a goal of life [â€¦], and on the other, that Pyrrhonism is the only
way to it. That thought is missing because of course the Skeptic does not have any beliefs about what is good
or bad, and indeed Sextus himself touts Pyrrhonism as having the advantage over other philosophies, and over
the belief systems of ordinary people, that Pyrrhonists shed the additional opinion that each of these things [sc.
PH I 30; cf. The Pyrrhonists would have done better, I believe, to stay out of the competition for guides to the
happy life, and limit themselves to the field of epistemology. He must become a global skeptic, and not just a
local one. And quite apart from the apparent unavailability of this particular belief to the Skeptic, there is also
the general worry that the Skeptic has no beliefs whatsoever thus precluding him from believing that no
enquiry will ever produce an answer. It is to this question that we shall turn next. Since Skeptics spend their
time taking the dogmatists to task for settling on their beliefs too quickly and not persevering in their
enquiries, it is a natural question to wonder whether the Skeptics themselves have any beliefsâ€”if so, they
seem open to the very charges they level at the dogmatists. There are two ways in which the Skeptics might
appear to have beliefs. First, they offer a wealth of counterarguments to the positions of the dogmatists. Where
the dogmatists argue that P, the Skeptic argues that not-P. It can easily appear that the Skeptic is in fact
endorsing the conclusion, i. But we should distinguish between two cases of arguing something, say, C:
Presumably, the Skeptic is doing the second. Still, you can see how the misunderstanding might have arisen
for more on this, see section 4. A second way the Skeptics might appear to have beliefs is that they went about
their everyday lives in the way we all do, eating, drinking, sleeping, and avoiding oncoming wagons and
dangerous-looking dogs, etc. This was a common charge levelled against the Skeptics by their opponents in
antiquity see Vogt Rather, we say that they do not hold beliefs in the sense in which some say that belief is
assent to some unclear object of investigation in the sciences; for Pyrrhonists do not assent to anything
unclear. The question of how to interpret this little paragraph, and thus settle the question of whether the
Skeptic has any beliefs, is the question that much contemporary scholarship concerning Sextus has focussed
on see for instance the papers collected in Burnyeat and Frede ; with Fine ; Barnes ; Perin b , yet there does
not seem to be a consensus. Frede argues that what is meant is that the Skeptic accepts the judgment of
phantasia; at least, he raises no objection against its verdict; if it says things are thus or thus, he does not
challenge this. In other words, the Skeptic, like everyone, has impressions which represent the world as being
a certain way, and these are forced upon the Skeptic, so there is no avoiding them, and these impressions in
turn have a certain pull which inclines the Skeptic to assent to them and which he does not counteract. Texts
such as I 13, I 22, and I 29â€”30 emphasize that the impressions are forced on us. Other texts emphasize that
impressions bring with them a pull which is sufficient to cause assent, e. These beliefs are not forced upon
one, but arise through the rational weighing up of evidence on either side of a question. As far as the second
part of our passage is concerned, it says only that the sceptic may not have beliefs of a certain kind, viz. Or
again, contrast someone who believes that it is day outside because they run through an argument such as this
in their heads: The belief that you should eat something right now, where this belief is formed immediately
from the feeling you have of being hungry. The belief that you should make the table in this way, where this
belief is formed from your craft-experience. Imagine the apprentice carpenter who simply follows the example
set by his teacher, without actually holding that the way his teacher does things is the correct one. Or perhaps
you make the table this way just because every time you have made a table this way it has stayed upright.
These examples are deliberately chosen in order to reflect the fourfold sources of appearances guiding our
actions that Sextus relates in PH I 21â€”24, which Frede will take to be a fourfold source of beliefs open to the
Skeptic, providing him with the wherewithal to lead an ordinary life: By the necessitation of feelings, hunger
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conducts us to food and thirst to drink. By the handing down of customs and laws, we accept, from an
everyday point of view, that piety is good and impiety bad. By teaching of kinds of expertise we are not
inactive in those expertises which we accept. Many other texts in Sextus suggest that in fact, the Pyrrhonian
Skeptic does have beliefs. Jonathan Barnes has a slightly different interpretation of the pronouncements of the
Skeptic: He is avowing something: Barnes and Burnyeat have the same goal: That argument is sketched below
section 4. What do Barnes and Burnyeat say about the kind of life the Skeptic leads? How can the Skeptic
respond to the charge that he cannot lead a recognisably human life unless he has beliefs? Many texts in
Sextus suggest that the Skeptic does not have any beliefs. Finally, it is worth noting another position that some
scholars have taken: The skeptic does indeed have beliefs: When X is in that state, X has the impression or
appearance that P. The question which concerns us is this: According to Frede, assenting to this feeling is a
matter of believing the world to be as the state represents it as being. Or, more punchily, assenting to the
feeling forced upon one by appearances entails accepting the content of that state. For Barnes and Burnyeat, to
assent to the appearance that P is a matter of acknowledging that one is in the state of being appeared to that P.
What gets acknowledged or accepted is that one is in that mental state, not the content of the state. Fine and
Perin agree with Barnes and Burnyeat that the Skeptics acknowledge that they are in a certain mental state
rather than accepting the content of the state , but Fine and Perin are prepared to say that the skeptic does
thereby believes something, namely that it appears to him that P, and that this belief is the only kind of dogma
the Skeptic has. In deciding this debate, one has to keep two issues apart see e. The second of these points is a
matter of philosophical definition, but the first is a properly interpretational dispute. But what we are
interested in here is the larger question of just what it means to have a dogma of the acceptable kind. So who
is right about what the acceptable kind of dogma is?
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Sextus Empiricus was a Pyrrhonian Skeptic living probably in the second or third century CE, many of whose works
survive, including the Outlines of Pyrrhonism, the best and fullest account we have of Pyrrhonian skepticism (a kind of
skepticism named for Pyrrho (see entry on Ancient Skepticism.

Philosophy[ edit ] Sextus Empiricus raised concerns which applied to all types of knowledge. He doubted the
validity of induction [4] long before its best known critic David Hume , and raised the regress argument
against all forms of reasoning: Those who claim for themselves to judge the truth are bound to possess a
criterion of truth. But if it is without approval, whence comes it that it is truthworthy? For no matter of dispute
is to be trusted without judging. And, if it has been approved, that which approves it, in turn, either has been
approved or has not been approved, and so on ad infinitum. This view is known as Pyrrhonian skepticism , as
distinguished from Academic skepticism , as practiced by Carneades , which, according to Sextus, denies
knowledge altogether. Sextus did not deny the possibility of knowledge. Instead, Sextus advocates simply
giving up belief; in other words, suspending judgment about whether or not anything is knowable. Sextus did
not think such a general suspension of judgment to be impractical, since we may live without any beliefs,
acting by habit. Sextus allowed that we might affirm claims about our experience e. That is, for some claim X
that I feel or perceive, it could be true to say "it seems to me now that X. Though I might know that the honey
I eat at a certain moment tastes sweet to me, this is merely a subjective judgment, and as such may not tell me
anything true about the honey itself. The important difference between the skeptic and the dogmatist is that the
skeptic does not hold his beliefs as a result of rigorous philosophical investigation. In Against the Ethicists,
Sextus in fact directly says that "the Skeptic does not conduct his life according to philosophical theory so far
as regards this he is inactive , but as regards the non-philosophical regulation of life he is capable of desiring
some things and avoiding others. But he will not believe that such claims are true on the basis of reasons since,
as far as the skeptic is aware, no reason for assenting to such claims has yet been shown to be "any more"
credible than the reasons for their denial. Thus, the skeptic will, for example, believe the proposition that
"Dion is in the room" if sense-data and ordinary reasoning led to the emergence of such a belief. On the other
hand, if he were to "strongly" assert that Dion was "really" in the room, then he may be met with opposing
arguments of equal psychological force against the self-same proposition and experience mental disquietude as
a result. The Skeptic simply goes along with the appearance just as "a child is persuaded by It is for this reason
then that Sextus says the Skeptic lives undogmatically in accordance with appearances and also according to a
"fourfold regimine of life" which includes the guidance of nature, compulsion of pathe feelings , laws and
customs, and instruction in arts and crafts. The Skeptic follows this course of life while suspending judgment
concerning the ultimate truth of the non-evident matters debated in philosophy and the sciences PH I, Thus,
the Pyrrhonian Skeptic is one who believes possibly many things, but yet does not dogmatize about those
beliefs since he finds no ultimate justification for them. It involves setting things in opposition and owing to
the equipollence of the objects and reasons, one suspends judgement. If ever one is in a position in which they
are unable to refute a theory, Pyrrhonists reply "Just as, before the birth of the founder of the School to which
you belong, the theory it holds was not as yet apparent as a sound theory, although it was really in existence,
so likewise it is possible that the opposite theory to that which you now propound is already really existent,
though not yet apparent to us, so that we ought not as yet to yield assent to this theory which at the moment
seems to be valid. These are "states that are natural or unnatural, with waking or sleeping, with conditions due
to age, motion or rest, hatred or love, emptiness or fullness, drunkenness or soberness, predispositions,
confidence or fear, grief or joy. Snow appears white when frozen and translucent as a liquid. If they do not
differ, then they too are relative; but if they differ, then, since everything which differs is relative to something
Stephanus did not publish it with his Latin translation either in or in , nor was it published in the reprint of the
latter in Oxford University Press , Since the Renaissance French philosophy has been continuously
influenced by Sextus:
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This book offers an exposition and defence of the philosophy of Sextus Empiricus, one of the most influential of ancient
thinkers, the father of philosophical scepticism.

In philosophy , skepticism can refer to: Philosophical skepticism As a philosophical school or movement,
skepticism originated in ancient Greece. A number of Greek Sophists held skeptical views. One was
Pyrrhonian skepticism , which was founded by Pyrrho of Elis c. The other was Academic skepticism ,
so-called because its two leading defenders, Arcesilaus c. Both schools of skepticism denied that knowledge is
possible and urged suspension of judgment epoche for the sake of mental tranquility ataraxia. The major
difference between the schools seems to have been that Academic skeptics claimed that some beliefs are more
reasonable or probable than others, whereas Pyrrhonian skeptics argued that equally compelling arguments
can be given for or against any disputed view. Most of what we know about ancient skepticism is due to
Sextus Empiricus , a Pyrrhonian skeptic who lived in the second or third century A. His major work, Outlines
of Pyrrhonism, contains a lucid summary of stock skeptical arguments. There was little knowledge of, or
interest in, ancient skepticism in Christian Europe during the Middle Ages. Interest revived during the
Renaissance and Reformation, particularly after the complete writings of Sextus Empiricus were translated
into Latin in A number of Catholic writers, including Francisco Sanches c. Similar arguments were offered
later perhaps ironically by the Protestant thinker Pierre Bayle in his influential Historical and Critical
Dictionary â€” In his classic work, Meditations of First Philosophy , Descartes sought to refute skepticism, but
only after he had formulated the case for skepticism as powerfully as possible. Descartes argued that no matter
what radical skeptical possibilities we imagine there are certain truths e. Thus, the ancient skeptics were wrong
to claim that knowledge is impossible. Descartes also attempted to refute skeptical doubts about the reliability
of our senses, our memory, and other cognitive faculties. To do this, Descartes tried to prove that God exists
and that God would not allow us to be systematically deceived about the nature of reality. Hume was an
empiricist, claiming that all genuine ideas can be traced back to original impressions of sensation or
introspective consciousness. Hume argued forcefully that on empiricist grounds there are no sound reasons for
belief in God, an enduring self or soul, an external world, causal necessity, objective morality, or inductive
reasoning. We are hard-wired by nature to trust, say, our memories or inductive reasoning, and no skeptical
arguments, however powerful, can dislodge those beliefs. According to Kant, while Hume was right to claim
that we cannot strictly know any of these things, our moral experience entitles us to believe in them. Religious
skepticism Religious skepticism generally refers to doubting given religious beliefs or claims. Historically,
religious skepticism can be traced back to Socrates , who doubted many religious claims of the time. Modern
religious skepticism typically emphasizes scientific and historical methods or evidence, with Michael Shermer
writing that skepticism is a process for discovering the truth rather than general non-acceptance[ clarification
needed ]. For example, a religious skeptic might believe that Jesus existed while questioning claims that he
was the messiah or performed miracles see historicity of Jesus. Religious skepticism is not the same as
atheism or agnosticism , though these often do involve skeptical attitudes toward religion and philosophical
theology for example, towards divine omnipotence. Religious people are generally skeptical about claims of
other religions, at least when the two denominations conflict concerning some stated belief. Additionally, they
may also be skeptical of the claims made by atheists. Scientific skepticism may discard beliefs pertaining to
purported phenomena not subject to reliable observation and thus not systematic or testable empirically. Most
scientists, being scientific skeptics, test the reliability of certain kinds of claims by subjecting them to a
systematic investigation using some type of the scientific method. Professional skepticism[ edit ] Professional
skepticism is an important concept in auditing. It requires an auditor to have a "questioning mind," to make a
critical assessment of evidence, and to consider the sufficiency of the evidence.
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Alan Bailey offers a clear and vigorous exposition and defence of the philosophy of Sextus Empiricus, one of the most
influential of ancient thinkers, the father of philosophical scepticism.

A revival of the use of "Pyrrhonism" as a synonym for "skepticism" occurred during the 17th century. He
traveled to India and studied with the " gymnosophists ". From there, he brought back the idea that nothing can
be known for certain. The senses are easily fooled, and reason follows too easily our desires. Carneades
criticized the views of the Dogmatists, especially supporters of Stoicism , asserting that absolute certainty of
knowledge is impossible. CE , the main authority we have for Greek skepticism, developed the position
further, incorporating aspects of empiricism into the basis for asserting knowledge. Whereas academic
skepticism , with Carneades as its most famous adherent, claims that "nothing can be known, not even this",
Pyrrhonian skeptics withhold any assent with regard to non-evident propositions and remain in a state of
perpetual inquiry. According to Pyrrhonism, even the statement that nothing can be known is dogmatic. They
thus attempted to make their skepticism universal, and to escape the reproach of basing it upon a fresh
dogmatism. Pyrrhonismus historicus and Fides historica: The fundamental question of the debate could not,
and cannot, be solved: How can we prove historical data? History is a realm that does not allow experimental
proofs. Questions such as with how many stabs was Julius Caesar killed can only be discussed on the basis of
documents. If they contradict each other historians can try to balance them against each other. Do certain
documents have precedence over others as eye witness reports, can they be validated through experience, or
do they include unlikely, marvelous incidents one should disqualify as legend? The result of the debate was
not a final solution of the inherent problem but the implementation of a new science of critical analysis of
documents. The questions had a potential to destabilize religious histories. Diderot , in a passage from his
Encyclopedie originally censored by Le Breton , states of Pyrrhonism, "Since the time of Huet, theologians
seem to have been conspiring to discredit the use of reason. Do they not realize how difficult most of the
questions are that pertain to the experience of God, the immortality of the soul, the need of ritual, the truth of
the Christian religion? Do they desire a belief that is blind or one that is enlightened? If it is the former, let
them admit it in good faith. If it is the latter, let them convince us, by all kinds of measures, of the feebleness
of our mind. Hume argued that for the notion of cause and effect no analysis is possible which is also
acceptable to the empiricist program primarily outlined by John Locke So, for Kant, empirical science was
legitimate, but metaphysics and philosophy was mostly illegitimate. The most important exception to this
demarcation of the legitimate from the illegitimate was ethics the principles of which Kant argued can be
known by pure reason without appeal to the principles required for empirical knowledge. Thus, with respect to
metaphysics and philosophy general ethics being the exception , Kant was a skeptic. This skepticism as well
as the explicit skepticism of G. Schulze [9] gave rise to a robust discussion of skepticism in classical German
philosophy, especially by Hegel. Hegel argued against Kant that although Kant was right that using what
Hegel called "finite" concepts of "the understanding" precluded knowledge of reality, we were not constrained
to use only "finite" concepts and could actually acquire knowledge of reality using "infinite concepts" that
arise from self-consciousness. It is, in effect, a modernized extension of Pyrrhonism. Modern fallibilists also
are sometimes described as pyrrhonists. It consisted of an absolute disbelief in everything but Pyrrhonism. Its
modern professors have added that.
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Pyrrhonism was a school of skepticism founded by Pyrrho in the fourth century BC. It is best known through the
surviving works of Sextus Empiricus, writing in the late second century or early third century AD.

Origins[ edit ] Pyrrho of Elis c. Pyrrhonism as a school was either revitalized or re-founded by Aenesidemus
in the first century BC. As in Stoicism and Epicureanism , eudaimonia is the Pyrrhonist goal of life, and all
three philosophies placed it in ataraxia or apatheia. Pyrrhonists withhold assent with regard to non-evident
propositions, that is, dogma. They disputed that the dogmatists had found truth regarding non-evident matters.
For any non-evident matter, a Pyrrhonist tries to make the arguments for and against such that the matter
cannot be concluded, thus suspending belief. According to Pyrrhonism, even the statement that nothing can be
known is dogmatic. They thus attempted to make their skepticism universal, and to escape the reproach of
basing it upon a fresh dogmatism. The core practice is through setting argument against argument. To aid in
this, the Pyrrhonist philosophers Aenesidemus and Agrippa developed sets of stock arguments. The ten modes
of Aenesidemus[ edit ] "The same impressions are not produced by the same objects owing to the differences
in animals. The same temperature, as established by instrument, feels very different after an extended period
of cold winter weather it feels warm than after mild weather in the autumn it feels cold. Time appears slow
when young and fast as aging proceeds. Honey tastes sweet to most but bitter to someone with jaundice. A
person with influenza will feel cold and shiver even though she is hot with a fever. The moon looks like a
perfect sphere to the human eye, yet cratered from the view of a telescope. Snow appears white when frozen
and translucent as a liquid. If they do not differ, then they too are relative; but if they differ, then, since
everything which differs is relative to something According to Sextus, they are attributed only "to the more
recent skeptics" and it is by Diogenes Laertius that we attribute them to Agrippa. Dissent â€” The uncertainty
demonstrated by the differences of opinions among philosophers and people in general. Progress ad infinitum
â€” All proof rests on matters themselves in need of proof, and so on to infinity. Relation â€” All things are
changed as their relations become changed, or, as we look upon them from different points of view.
Assumption â€” The truth asserted is based on an unsupported assumption. Circularity â€” The truth asserted
involves a circularity of proofs. According to the mode deriving from dispute, we find that undecidable
dissension about the matter proposed has come about both in ordinary life and among philosophers. Because
of this we are not able to choose or to rule out anything, and we end up with suspension of judgement. In the
mode deriving from infinite regress, we say that what is brought forward as a source of conviction for the
matter proposed itself needs another such source, which itself needs another, and so ad infinitum, so that we
have no point from which to begin to establish anything, and suspension of judgement follows. In the mode
deriving from relativity, as we said above, the existing object appears to be such-and-such relative to the
subject judging and to the things observed together with it, but we suspend judgement on what it is like in its
nature. We have the mode from hypothesis when the Dogmatists, being thrown back ad infinitum, begin from
something which they do not establish but claim to assume simply and without proof in virtue of a concession.
The reciprocal mode occurs when what ought to be confirmatory of the object under investigation needs to be
made convincing by the object under investigation; then, being unable to take either in order to establish the
other, we suspend judgement about both. In a sense, they are still irresistible today. Whoever wants
eudaimonia to live well must consider these three questions: First, how are pragmata ethical matters, affairs,
topics by nature? Secondly, what attitude should we adopt towards them? Thirdly, what will be the outcome
for those who have this attitude? Therefore, neither our sense-perceptions nor our doxai views, theories,
beliefs tell us the truth or lie; so we certainly should not rely on them. Rather, we should be adoxastous
without views , aklineis uninclined toward this side or that , and akradantous unwavering in our refusal to
choose , saying about every single one that it no more is than it is not or it both is and is not or it neither is nor
is not. The outcome for those who actually adopt this attitude, says Timon, will be first aphasia
speechlessness, non-assertion and then ataraxia freedom from disturbance , and Aenesidemus says pleasure.
Influence[ edit ] The Pyrrhonist school influenced and had substantial overlap with the Empiric school of
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medicine. Many of the well-known Pyrrhonist teachers were also Empirics, including: It is, in effect, a
modernized extension of Pyrrhonism.
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In this sense, I see Pyrrhonian skepticism as a broad instrumentalism, where we take the concept of a scientific theory
and broaden it to include the latent models of the world that we all possess, but may not be aware of.

References and Further Reading 1. Pyrrhonian Skepticism The distinction between Academic and Pyrrhonian
skepticism continues to be a controversial topic. In the Second Century C. The biggest obstacle to correctly
making this distinction is that it is misleading to describe Academic and Pyrrhonian skepticism as distinctly
unified views in the first place since different Academics and Pyrrhonists seem to have understood their
skepticisms in different ways. So even though the terms Academic and Pyrrhonian are appropriate insofar as
there are clear lines of transmission and development of skeptical views that unify each, we should not expect
to find a simple account of the distinction between the two. Next in line were Xenocrates, Polemo and Crates.
The efforts of the Academics during this period were largely directed towards developing an orthodox Platonic
metaphysics. When Crates died c. Arcesilaus of Pitane c. Another member of the Academy, Socratides, who
was apparently in line for the position, stepped down in favor of Arcesilaus Diogenes Laertius [DL] 4. See
Long [] for discussion of the life of Arcesilaus. Platonic Innovator According to Diogenes Laertius, Arcesilaus
was "the first to argue on both sides of a question, and the first to meddle with the traditional Platonic system
[or: Diogenes is certainly wrong about Arcesilaus being the first to argue on both sides of a question. This was
a long standing practice in Greek rhetoric commonly attributed to the Sophists. Diogenes or his source
apparently thought that Arcesilaus betrayed the spirit of Platonic philosophy by turning it to skepticism. This
practice was not kept up by his successors; but Arcesilaus revived it and prescribed that those who wanted to
listen to him should not ask him questions but state their own opinions. When they had done so, he argued
against them. But his listeners, so far as they could, would defend their own opinion" de Finibus 2. He even
refused to accept this conclusion; thus he did not claim to know that nothing could be known Academica
Attack on the Stoics In general, the Stoics were the ideal target for the skeptics; for, their confidence in the
areas of metaphysics, ethics and epistemology was supported by an elaborate and sophisticated set of
arguments. And, the stronger the justification of some theory, the more impressive is its skeptical refutation.
They were also an attractive target due to their prominence in the Hellenistic world. Arcesilaus especially
targeted the founder of Stoicism, Zeno, for refutation. Zeno confidently claimed not only that knowledge is
possible but that he had a correct account of what knowledge is, and he was willing to teach this to others. If
one assents to the proposition associated with a kataleptic impression, i. The Stoic sage, as the perfection and
fulfillment of human nature, is the one who assents only to kataleptic impressions and thus is infallible.
Arcesilaus argued against the possibility of there being any sense-impressions which we could not be mistaken
about. In doing so, he paved the way for future Academic attacks on Stoicism. To summarize the attack: The
first possibility i is illustrated by cases of indistinguishable twins, eggs, statues or imprints in wax made by the
same ring Lucullus The second possibility ii is illustrated by the illusions of dreams and madness Lucullus
On the strength of these examples, Arcesilaus apparently concluded that we may, in principle, be deceived
about any sense-impression, and consequently that the Stoic account of empirical knowledge fails. For the
Stoics were thorough-going empiricists and believed that sense-impressions lie at the foundation of all of our
knowledge. So if we could not be certain of ever having grasped any sense-impression, then we cannot be
certain of any of the more complex impressions of the world, including what strikes us as valuable. On
Suspending Judgment In response to this lack of knowledge whether limited to the Stoic variety or knowledge
in general , Arcesilaus claimed that we should suspend judgment. By arguing for and against every position
that came up in discussion he presented equally weighty reasons on both sides of the issue and made it easier
to accept neither side Academica Determining precisely what cognitive attitude Arcesilaus intended by
"suspending judgment" is difficult, primarily because we only have second and third hand reports of his views
if indeed he endorsed any views, see Dialectical Interpretation below. To suspend judgment seems to mean not
to accept a proposition as true, i. It follows that if one suspends judgment regarding p, then he should neither
believe that p nor should he believe that not-p for this will commit him to the truth of not-p. But if believing p
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just means believing that p is true, then suspending judgment regarding everything is the same as not believing
anything. If Arcesilaus endorsed this, then he could not consistently believe either that nothing can be known
or that one should consequently suspend judgment. Dialectical Interpretation One way around this problem is
to adopt the dialectical interpretation advanced by Couissin []. In other words, knowledge will only turn out to
be impossible if we define it as the Stoics do. Furthermore, he did not show that everyone should suspend
judgment, but rather only those who accept certain Stoic premises. In particular, he argued that if we accept
the Stoic view that the Sage never errs, and since katalepsis is not possible, then the Sage and the rest of us
insofar as we emulate the Sage should never give our assent to anything. Thus the only way to achieve
sagehood, i. But the dialectical Arcesilaus himself neither agrees nor disagrees with this. Arcesilaus presented
this criterion in response to the Stoic objection that if we were to suspend judgment regarding everything, then
we would not be able to continue to engage in day to day activities. For, the Stoics thought, any deliberate
action presupposes some assent, which is to say that belief is necessary for action. Sextus remarks that
inasmuch as it was necessary. He, therefore, who attends to "the reasonable" will act rightly and be happy M
7. There is a good deal of Stoic technical terminology in this passage, including the term eulogon itself, and
this may seem to support the dialectical interpretation. But this raises the question, why would Arcesilaus
make such a gift to his Stoic adversaries? Such generosity would seem to be incompatible with the purely
dialectical purpose of refutation. Similarly, if he had been arguing dialectically all along, there seems to be no
good reason for him to respond to Stoic objections, for he was not presenting his own views in the first place.
On the other hand, the proponent of the dialectical view could maintain that Arcesilaus has not done any
favors to the Stoics by giving them the gift of to eulogon; rather, this "gift" may still be seen as a refutation of
the Stoic view that a robust knowledge is necessary for virtue. This view then encounters the earlier difficulty
of explaining how it is consistent for Arcesilaus to endorse suspending judgment on all matters while at the
same time believing that one may attain wisdom and happiness by adhering to his practical criterion.
Carneades Arcesilaus was succeeded by Lacydes c. Following Hegesinus, Carneades of Cyrene c. Rather than
merely responding to the dogmatic positions that were currently held as Arcesilaus did, Carneades developed a
wider array of skeptical arguments against any possible dogmatic position, including some that were not being
defended. He also elaborated a more detailed practical criterion, to pithanon. As was the case with Arcesilaus,
he left nothing in writing, except for a few letters, which are no longer extant DL 4. The Socratic practice
which Carneades employed, according to Cicero, was to try to conceal his own private opinion, relieve others
from deception and in every discussion to look for the most probable solution Tusculan Disputations 5. There
he presented arguments one day in favor of justice and the next he presented arguments against it. He did this
not because he thought that justice should be disparaged but rather to show its defenders that they had no
conclusive support for their view Lactantius, LS 68M. Similarly, we find Carneades arguing against the Stoic
conception of the gods, not in order to show that they do not exist, but rather to show that the Stoics had not
firmly established anything regarding the divine de Natura Deorum 3. It seems then that Carneades was
motivated primarily by the Socratic goal of relieving others of the false pretense to knowledge or wisdom and
that he pursued this goal dialectically by arguing both for and against philosophical positions. On Ethical
Theory But whereas Arcesilaus seemed to limit his targets to positions actually held by his interlocutors,
Carneades generalized his skeptical attack, at least in ethics and epistemology. The main task of Hellenistic
ethics was to determine the summum bonum, the goal at which all of our actions must aim if we are to live
good, happy lives. Carneades listed all of the defensible candidates, including some that had not actually been
defended, in order to argue for and against each one and show that no one in fact knows what the summum
bonum is, if indeed there is one de Finibus 5. He may have even intended the stronger conclusion that it is not
possible to acquire knowledge of the summum bonum,assuming his list was exhaustive of all the serious
candidates. The Stoics had developed a detailed view of wisdom as life in accordance with nature. The Stoic
sage never errs, he never incorrectly values the goods of fortune, he never suffers from pathological emotions,
and he always remains tranquil. His happiness is completely inviolable since everything he does and
everything he experiences is precisely as it should be; and crucially, he knows this to be true. Even though the
Stoics were extremely reluctant to admit that anyone had so far achieved this extraordinary virtue, they
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nonetheless insisted that it was a real possibility Luc. As a dialectician, Carneades carefully examined this
conception of the sage. Sometimes he argued, contrary to the Stoic view, that the sage would in fact assent to
non-kataleptic impressions and thus that he was liable to error Luc. But he also apparently argued against the
view that the sage will hold mere opinions in the absence of katalepsis Luc. In other words, if certainty is
possible, then of course the sage should not settle for mere opinion. But if it is not possible, then perhaps he
will be entitled to hold mere opinions, provided they are thoroughly examined and considered. The main task
of Hellenistic epistemology was to determine the criterion standard, measure or test of truth. If the criterion of
truth is taken to be a sort of sense-impression, as in the Stoic theory, then we will not be able to discover any
such impression that could not in principle appear true to the most expertly trained and sensitive perceiver and
yet still be false M 7. We have no evidence to suggest that Carneades also argued against a rationalist, or a
priori approach to the criterion. Sextus does not tell us why it was necessary for Carneades to do so, but it was
probably for the same reason that Arcesilaus had presented his practical criterion-namely, in response to the
objection that if there were no epistemic grounds on which to prefer one impression over another then, despite
all appearances, we cannot rationally govern our choices. Thus, Carneades expounded his practical criterion,
to pithanon. First he noted that every sense impression exists in two distinct relations: The first relation
determines what we ordinarily think of as truth: The second relation determines plausibility: Yet, he
apparently thought that these occasions are rare and so they do not provide a good reason for distrusting the
convincing impressions. For such impressions are reliable for the most part, and in actual practice, life is
regulated by what holds for the most part M 7. Sextus also reports the refinements Carneades made to his
criterion. If we are considering whether we should accept some impression as true, we presumably have
already found it to be convincing, but we should also consider how well it coheres with other relevant
impressions and then thoroughly examine it further as if we were cross-examining a witness. The amount of
examination that a convincing impression requires is a function of its importance to us. In insignificant matters
we make use of the merely convincing impression, but in weighty matters, especially those having to do with
happiness, we should only rely on the convincing impressions that have been thoroughly explored M 7. The
novel feature of this criterion is that it does not guarantee that whatever is in accordance with it is true. This is
especially clear in the case of sense-impressions: And we may make a similar case, as Cicero does, for the
dialectical examination of philosophical views. Dialectical Skeptic or Fallibilist? A number of difficulties arise
if he did endorse his criterion.
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Familiarly, the key to Montaigne is his scepticism. It is the scepticism of Pyrrho, as recorded by Sextus
Empiricus, which teaches that because the arguments for and against any proposition are equally good or bad,
one must suspend judgement a state known as acatalepsia. This open-minded, non-committal, often
ambiguous stance suited Montaigne. Sextus Empiricus was rediscovered in the 16th century after a long
period in which he was ignored from the fourth century onwards. As Luciano Floridi puts it pdf , the " Middle
Ages show no driving interest in sceptical arguments within the restricted philosophical and theological
debates that may address issues concerning the nature and reliability of knowledge, when discussing ethical,
religious and epistemological questions Subsequently, Sextus Empiricus was widely read and hugely
influential. Both were a challenge to Aristotelianism an Scholasticism. According to Floridi it is unknown
whether Descartes read Sextus, but the breadth of his influence at this point makes this irrelevant. Descartes
takes the early modern revival of Pyrrhonian skepticism and significantly radicalizes it. Hume was also deeply
influenced by Sextus, who articulates a version of the skeptical argument concerning causation. Apparently
Hegel -- who asks us to doubt our doubt -- was also deeply influenced by Sextus Empiricus. Ultimately, the
Pyrrhonian obtains peace of mind by suspending all judgment at a theoretical level but living by habit which
perhaps involves some sort of non-theoretical belief. Further, we can legitimately make claims about our
experience as long as we acknowledge that it is our experience to which the claims apply rather than to things
in themselves to use a Kantian formulation. I can doubt that my experiences are veridical, but not that I have
them. We can see in all of this the debt of not just Montaigne, Descartes, Hume, Kant, and Hegel owe to this
brand of skepticism, but also pragmatism. First, agnosticism rules the day. Atheism is just another claim that
goes beyond experience. Negative claims that go beyond experience are just as inadmissible as positive ones.
Second, inquiry continues and business generally goes on as usual. This is the pragmatic side of the coin.
Which is to say, this brand of skepticism is not a challenge to the value and methodology of scientific inquiry.
Compare all of this to pragmatic defeasibility. In a point reminiscent of Buddhism another school with a
poorly-placed "h" , suspending judgment helps us avoid desire and hence pain. Again, this is not meant to lead
to inaction and paralysis but to serve as a foundation for continued practical activity including inquiry. And in
day to day life, we follow "custom. Within a certain prescribed realm the phenomenal arena we move, act, and
carry on business as usual, even while we launder it of other-worldly, life-and-death, metaphysical
implications. Which brings us to Nietzsche. In a similar vein, Maudmarie Clark makes Nietzsche out to be a
Kantian skeptic about knowledge -- chicken soupnema to my fan-boy soul -- in her superb Nietzsche on Truth
and Philosophy which also includes an excellent discussion of pragmatism. But what I want to get at here is
the sense in which the detachment -- or rather, phenomenal attachment and noumenal detachment -- I
described above is the kind of ironic or aesthetic detachment that Nietzsche might endorse. So to move beyond
the football game analogy, the arena becomes a stage, and we become our own work of art. And when we turn
to self-production, the same principle holds. Which is to say, we move beyond utilitarianism and deontology
to questions of character.
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The Central Questions The core concepts of ancient skepticism are belief, suspension of judgment, criterion of
truth, appearances, and investigation. Important notions of modern skepticism such as knowledge, certainty,
justified belief, and doubt play no or almost no role. Ancient debates address questions that today we associate
with epistemology and philosophy of language, as well as with theory of action, rather than specifically with
the contemporary topic of skepticism. They focus on the nature of belief, the way in which belief figures in
our mental lives, and the relationship of belief to speech and action. This question gives rise to a puzzle that
remains at the heart of ancient debates about skepticism. Can the skeptics say anything meaningful about their
philosophy without asserting anything about how things are Bett ? Skeptical writings have a peculiar format,
one that comes with its own challenges: Skeptical ideas have been charged with a family of objections: It is
one thing for skepticism to be coherent. It is another thing for it to be likely that anyone, no matter how much
they rehearse skeptical arguments in their mind, will succeed in adhering to it Johnson , as ancient Pyrrhonist
philosophers claimed to be able to do. Like later epistemologists, the ancient skeptics start from questions
about knowledge. But discussion quickly turns to beliefs Fine The Greek term translated here as belief, doxa,
can also be translated as opinion. The root of doxa is dokein, seeming. In a belief, something seems so-and-so
to someone. But there is also an element of judgment or acceptance. Suspension is a core element of
skepticism: However, if this means that the skeptic forms no beliefs whatsoever, then skepticism may be a
kind of cognitive suicide. Arguably, belief-formation is a basic feature of human cognitive activity. It is not
clear whether one can lead an ordinary human life without belief, or indeed, ancient opponents of the skeptics
say, whether one can even survive. Perhaps even the simplest actions, such as eating or leaving a room without
running into a wall, involve beliefs on the practical side of ancient skepticism, see Annas-Barnes , 7; Burnyeat
It is also hard to say whether someone who succeeded in not forming any beliefs could communicate with
others, whether they could engage in philosophical investigation, or whether they could even think at all. The
ancient skeptics are well aware of these objections. The most widely discussed charge is that they cannot act
without belief Apraxia Charge. In response, the skeptics describe their actions variously as guided by the
plausible, the convincing, or by appearances. The notion of appearances gains great importance in Pyrrhonian
skepticism, and poses difficult interpretive questions Barney When something appears so-and-so to someone,
does this for the skeptics involve some kind of judgment on their part? Or do they have in mind a purely
phenomenal kind of appearing? The skeptical proposals that the skeptic adheres to the plausible, the
convincing, or to appearances have in common their appeal to something less than full-fledged belief about
how things are, while allowing something sufficient to generate and guide action. However, my claim that
ancient skepticism is about belief, while modern skepticism is about knowledge, needs to be qualified. Ancient
skepticism is not alone in being concerned with belief. Recall that Descartes speaks repeatedly of demolishing
his opinions for example, Med 2: Contemporary epistemology often pays equal attention to the notions of both
justified belief and knowledge. The distinctive focus of ancient skepticism on belief becomes clearer once we
consider a third concept that figures centrally in ancient discussions: It is a core ancient intuition that, if we
cannot identify an impression as true, we should hold back from taking it to be true and from believing
anything on the basis of it. The skeptics and their opponents discuss how one recognizes a true impression as
true. Is there anything about impressions of truths that marks them as true? Are there some evident things
some kind of impressions , which can be used as standards or criteria, so that nothing is to be accepted as true
if it is not in agreement with these evident things? The Stoics and Epicureans formulate theories that conceive
of such criteria. The skeptics respond critically to their proposals. Accordingly, the conception of a criterion of
truth assumes as central a role in ancient debates as does the notion of knowledge in modern discussions. This
debate includes in-depth analysis of sense perception and its relation to belief. According to Epicurus, all
sense perceptions are true, but judgments based on these perceptions are true or false Striker , Vogt The Stoics
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explore differences between sense perception, illusion, and hallucination Vasiliou forthcoming. Their account
of the criterion of truth starts from perceptual impressions that qualify, or fail to qualify, as cognitive Shogry
forthcoming-b. The Stoics propose that we should accept only cognitive impressions, and accordingly we
should only form beliefs based on a subset of true perceptual impressions. Discussion of the criterion of truth
arguably also covers some of the ground that is later discussed in terms of certainty. The Stoics say that a
particular kind of impression is the criterion of truth: Cognitive impressions make it clear through themselves
that they reveal things precisely as they are. This notion is an ancestor to the later conception of clear and
distinct impressions, and thus, to discussions of certainty. Consider next the notion of doubt. Doubt is often
considered the hallmark of skepticism. So how can it be that ancient skepticism is not about doubt Corti , Vogt
a? Skeptics find themselves struck by the discrepancies among impressions. This experience is described as
turmoil. They aim to resolve this disturbance by settling what is true and what is false among them. Where in
this account should we locate doubt? Is the initial turmoil the ancient skeptic experiences a kind of doubt?
Should we describe suspension of judgment as a kind of doubt? All three stages may resemble doubt, at least
insofar as the ancient skeptics have not settled on answers to the questions they investigate. But all three
stages are also different from doubt as it is conceived in later epistemology. The ancient skeptics do not
describe themselves as making an active effort at doubting what ordinarily they would believe, as some
philosophers in the Cartesian tradition have it. Instead the ancient skeptics find themselves in turmoil because
of discrepancies in how things strike them. Moreover, the progression that ancient skeptics describe differs
from the doubt-belief model that later thinkers tend to employ. The ancient skeptics improve their
psychological condition by moving from turmoil to suspension of judgment, not by removing doubt. It seems
best, then, to refrain from invoking the modern conception of doubt as at all fundamental in the reconstruction
of ancient Greek skepticism. Some of the distinctness of ancient skepticism lies in the fact that it is developed
by philosophers who genuinely think of themselves as skeptics. In later epistemology, skepticism is largely
construed from the outside. In particular, early modern skepticism is, for the most part, conceived by
philosophers who aim to refute it. But ancient skepticism is explored by skeptics, and that is, by philosophers
who intend their lives to be reflective of their philosophy Cooper ch. Only an examined life is worth living
Cooper Once we take this challenge seriously, as the ancient skeptics do, we embark on a kind of
investigation that is seen as directly relevant to our lives. Our beliefs are assumed, at this pre-skeptical phase,
to be guiding our actions. Confidence in unexamined views seems misplaced. Others regularly disagree with
us. With respect to even the most basic questions, such as whether there is movement, or whether there are
good and bad things, we face conflicting views. In favor of each view, some arguments can be adduced, some
practices invoked, some experiences cited. These conflicting arguments, practices and experiences need to be
examined. But that just raises further views that are in conflict. As a consequence, suspension of judgment on
every such question looks rationally mandatory. But it is also rational to persist in investigation. The skeptic is
committed to a search for the truth, on virtually all questions, even if this search repeatedly and predictably
leads to suspension of judgment Cooper These distinctions form the framework in which skepticism can be
conceived. The idea that truth is seen and knowledge gained from some perspective outside of the ordinary
ways of mortal life, and that mortals rely on something lesser, be it the hear-say of fame, or signs, or
appearances, runs through much of early Greek thought. However, few early Greek thinkers seem to have had
skeptical or proto-skeptical inclinations. Xenophanes and Democritus are perhaps the most prominent apparent
exceptions. Xenophanes famously insists that all conceptions of the gods are anthropomorphic and culturally
contingent DK 21B14, B The Ethiopians pray to gods who look like Ethiopians, the Thracians to gods who
look like Thracians B If horses and cows had hands, the horses would draw pictures of gods that look like
horses, and the cows would draw gods as cows B Xenophanes puts forward a number of theological theses of
his own. But he says that no man will know the clear truth about such matters. He makes a point that has
lasting relevance in discussions of skepticism: Thus, all is belief Sassi on interpretations of Xenophanes that
influence the history of skepticism. Atomismâ€”a theory which thrives in Hellenistic times as the physical
theory of Epicureanism, and is thus an interlocutor of skepticismâ€”leads into difficult epistemological
questions. The atomist can argue that sense perceptions are explicable as complex events, initiated by objects
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each one made up of a lot of atoms floating in the void, from which atoms proceed and traverse the
intervening space, and affect the senses. It is certain objects, made up by the atoms proceeding from the
objects in question filmy images that we actually perceive. Democritus seems to have argued along these lines
SE M 7. In particular, Metrodorus recognizes the role that understanding concepts plays in any such statement.
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Europe, to Skepticism dogged claimants to knowledge and truth throughout early modern Europe. In its most
general sense it refers to uncertainty, doubt, disbelief, suspension of judgment, and rejection of claims to
knowledge. It is characterized by its opposition to dogmatism, which means the holding of firm beliefs from
Greek dogmata about truth and reality. As a philosophical stance it is best understood as the outcome of two
traditions in ancient Greek philosophy. In his Academica 45 b. Placing Socrates at the origins of skepticism
turns on the argument that he only asked questions and did not teach positive doctrines. Plato and Aristotle
strayed from the path when they claimed to know the truth. Arcesilaus gave renewed vigor to skepticism,
arguing against the opinions of all men, as Cicero put it. But he also showed that skeptics could make choices
by relying on the eulogon the reasonable in the absence of truth. Carneades, who was also a master of arguing
on both sides of every issue, refined this into the standard of the pithanon the credible. It was first printed at
Rome in , and numerous commentaries and annotations followed. More than one hundred editions had been
published by Omer Talon emphasized the philosophical freedom from dogmatism of the Academics in his
Academia of , and Petrus Ramus praised their style and rhetoric in Ciceronianus of Giulio Castellani defended
Aristotelianism against Academic skepticism in Adversus. Ciceronis , partly by showing empirically that
disagreement was not as widespread as the skeptics claimed it was. Johannes Rosa published the most
substantial early commentary on the Academica in German-speaking Europe in , and Pedro de Valencia
reconstructed Academic skepticism in his own Academica of , showing that these ideas were available in
Spain. In the following centuries most authors drew their inspiration from both sources to the extent that it is
hard to speak of purely Academic skeptics after that point. One exception is David Hume â€” , who has
sometimes been called an Academic skeptic becauseâ€”among other reasonsâ€”one of the characters in his
Dialogues concerning Natural Religion takes the role of an Academic. There has also been scholarly debate
about whether other individual early modern figures were Academic skeptics or Pyrrhonians, but in this period
the two traditions were often run together, and few, if any, authors made a clear distinction between them. A
few manuscripts of Latin translations of Sextus Empiricus existed in medieval collections, and more came
from Byzantium in the mid-fifteenth century. Florentine religious reformer Girolamo Savonarola â€” used
Sextus to combat pagan philosophy. But the printing press made for the most influential dissemination of
these texts. Latin translations by Henri Estienne Stephanus and Gentian Hervet provided the stimulus for a
widespread "skeptical crisis. He laid out standard tropes or formula arguments which could be used against
any certainty or truth and which he attributed to Greek philosophers Aenesidemus first century b. The result
was that one would suspend judgment and then find oneself in ataraxia or tranquillity, no longer disturbed by
philosophical disputes. Michel de Montaigne â€” was the most influential of the early writers to draw on the
writings of Sextus, in his Essais â€” In a long chapter entitled "Defense of Raymond Sebond," Montaigne
retailed most of the skeptical tropes and all of the skeptical vocabulary from Sextus Empiricus. Here and in
other essays he demolished any pretensions to human knowledge and argued both sides of almost every issue.
And yet he never despaired; rather, he showed people how to live a happy life in the face of skepticism, which
may explain why his writings were so popular. Later philosophers often started from Montaigne. Without
specific sources in the ancient materials, he set out to answer the skeptical idea that there could be an
all-powerful malin genie or evil demon that controls our perceptions and reasoning and fools us about the
world. His conclusion was that we know we exist because we can thinkâ€”the famous "I think therefore I am.
Thus, religion is invoked to certify truth. Later skeptics would worry about a deceiving God. Bishop Pierre
Daniel Huet â€” and Huguenot refugee Pierre Bayle â€” have been described as the "master skeptics. David
Hume expressed the skeptical challenge in ways that made him central to philosophical discussion up to and
including our own day. His Treatise of Human Nature â€” argued for skepticism about both facts and reason.
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His critique of our ideas of causation reduces them to little more than a habit based on constant conjunction.
And yet in typical skeptical fashion he showed how people could live with skepticism on the basis of
probabilities and custom. Immanuel Kant â€” was called the "all-destroyer" in his own day because of his
rejection of so many other dogmatic philosophies. He adopted skeptical Greek vocabulary when he argued that
we could have no knowledge of the noumenaâ€”the reality behind appearancesâ€”but only of the phenomena.
He saved free will and morality from scientific determinism only by reducing our knowledge of them to faith
rather than knowledge. Other natural philosophers such as Marin Mersenne â€” and Pierre Gassendi â€” in
France dispensed with the need for absolute certainty and defended experimental science on the ground that it
could produce useful knowledge, in accordance with the phenomena, even without certainty. This attitude
prevailed at the Royal Society in London as well. Skepticism could be used to sweep away the pretensions of
Aristotelians and other dogmatists while leaving experimental scientists free to continue their work. Of all the
fields that we now consider sciences, medicine was especially intertwined with skepticism. Sextus Empiricus
was a practicing physician whose work influenced his philosophy, and each of the ancient schools of medicine
had taken positions for or against philosophical dogmatism or skepticism. Ancient Hippocratic sources
stressed the importance of skeptical observation and experience and the dangers of dogmatic theory in
medicine. In early modern Europe the writings of Hippocrates c. Several prominent early modern physicians
contributed to the literature on skepticism and medicine. Toulouse professor Francisco Sanches c. The English
physician and philosopher John Locke â€” may have picked up some of the skeptical elements in his
philosophy from skeptical physician Thomas Sydenham â€” The only lasting solution was to learn to live with
the appearances and accept lower standards for practical purposes instead of absolute certainty, as in natural
science. Throughout the early modern era skepticism was used to justify a wide variety of political stances,
from quietist conservatism to radical activism. In response, throughout the early modern period it was
common to accuse skeptics of atheism, libertinism, and immorality. But skeptics were not necessarily atheists.
In fact, one of the most common uses of skepticism was its use by the self-described orthodox against pagan
claims to truth, by the Lutherans and Calvinists against Catholic claims to infallibility, and by Catholics
against Protestant claims to truth. Many religionists believed that their own truth was immune from
skepticism, but one argument was that if all claims to truth can be demolished, one should accept traditional
religion on faith. This position is known as fideism. Various versions of fideism were widespread. Thinkers
from Montaigne to Huet and Bayle to many figures in the eighteenth century wrote that skepticism cleared the
way to faith by removing rationalist objections. Blaise Pascal â€” in France in the seventeenth century and
Jean de Castillon â€” in Berlin in the eighteenth century Christianized skepticism by showing that, properly
understood, it set the scene for Christianity. In the Critique of Pure Reason Kant famously wrote that he had
had to deny knowledge in order to make room for faith Preface to Second Edition [], B, xxx. Whether each
such figure was sincere or was using fideism as a defense against possible persecution for heresy has been the
subject of debate ever since. La certezza e la storia: Cartesianesimo, pirronismo e conoscenza storica. The
Transmission and Recovery of Pyrrhonism. New York , Leiden and New York , The History of Skepticism
from Savonarola to Bayle. New York and Oxford, A Study of the Influence of the Academica in the
Renaissance. Van Leeuwen, Henry G. The Problem of Certainty in English Thought â€” John Christian
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